Abstract: English iambic pentameter allows rhythmical deviations that occupy three (seldom four, more often two) adjacent metrical positions. These deviations, though metrical, are noticed by the listener or reader. Starting from the first quarter of the 16th century, poets (Surrey) have used rhythmical deviations to emphasize ("italicize") semantically important segments in the line. Such rhythmical deviations have become part of the English poetic traditions. It has turned out that rhythmical deviations used to italicize meaning are filled with recurring rhythmical and grammatical structures and repeated lexicon. M. L. Gasparov used a special term to denote the recurring rhythmicalgrammatical structures: "clichés"; while calling clichés incorporating recurrent lexicon "formulas". I have discovered that formulas are part of the English poetic tradition: the same formulas recur in poetic texts of the 16th-20th cc. They are not plagiarisms, allusions or reminiscences; they are a common basket of goods that belong to all English poets, used by all and owned by none. The recurrent deviations usually occur on metrical positions "weak-strong-weak-strong" and as a rule contain a monosyllabic (rarely -disyllabic) verbpredicate followed by a monosyllabic grammatical word (e.g. an article), an adjectiveattribute and a noun -a direct object to the verb. The recurring lexicon includes verbs of motion, particularly verbs of fast, aggressive motion, an action directed downwards or causing an injury or death, and recurring nouns referring to moving objects or agents (hands, arms, wings; spear, sword). I term such recurring formulas "rhythmical italics". M. L. Gasparov was interested in the problem of verse form and meaning all his life. He wrote several articles on this subject, and finally, a book, Meter and Meaning (1999). It had a significant subtitle: On One of the Mechanisms of Cultural Memory. Gasparov thoroughly analyzed hundreds of Russian poems written in ten metres, and demonstrated thematic and stylistic preferences and
even phrasal recurrences that historically developed in each metre in the Russian poetic tradition, so that each metre developed its own thematic associations.
I have also been working on the problem of metre and meaning. In the "western" literary criticism the subject of metre and meaning had become notorious: when I, together with my doctoral student Naira Oganesova, submitted an article titled "Metre and meaning: On the semantic associations of English iambic and trochaic tetrameter" to PMLA, it received a furious review written by some English professor who, probably without even having read the paper and having just taken a look at the title, spluttered that he had been hoping such "speculations" had stopped a long time ago, that he had recently undergone an open-heart surgery, and such essays were sure to kill him! And yet our paper did not claim anything outlandish, similar, for example, to what the 18th-century Russian scholar Mikhail Lomonosov wrote; he claimed that iamb, because of its rising foot structure, was particularly suited for the elevated poetry of odes. We presented a detailed semantic field analysis of the lexicon of hundreds of lyrical English poems written in the iambic and trochaic tetrameter. We proved that the metres had developed different thematic preferences in the English poetic tradition, and, moreover, gave different stylistic treatments of the same subject, for example, "unhappy love". The article was immediately accepted and published by the American Journal of Semiotics (Tarlinskaja, Oganesova 1986) .
The subject of rhythm and meaning has not been given much attention within the Russian school of Verswissenschaft, because deviations from the metrical scheme in Russian iambic poetry are mostly limited to omitted stresses, while extra-metrical stresses are rare, they seldom combine with missing stresses, and if they do, these occur within two separate words (Бой барабанный, клики, скрежет…) .
In English versification, deviations from the metrical scheme are a regular occurrence, part of a five-century-long poetic tradition, and take place in adjacent syllables, two or three, sometimes more. For example: Duck with French nods and apish courtesy, Smile in men's faces, smooth, deceive and cog (Shakespeare, Richard III, 1.3.49, 48) , Spread the slow smile thro' all her company (Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre, 95) , instead of something more regular, something like And slowly smiled… In English literary criticism, however, this subject of research did not develop at all, and for several reasons. The first reason has been an aversion to counting. The second one is the traditional failure to recognize the opposition between metre as an abstract scheme and stressing of actual lines (sometimes called "rhythm"). Only if we recognize the two entities, can we notice deviations from the metrical scheme in actual lines, and evaluate their frequency, the reason of their appearance, and their possible functional use by poets.
Iambic pentameter, the most widely used metre in the English poetry of the 14th-19th cc., has a long tradition. Because it originated over six hundred years ago, it had time to become consolidated in the works of generations of English poets. During its evolution iambic pentameter went through several stages of wave-like strengthening and loosening of the constraints that the metre imposes on the selection and combination of the language material. But in all periods, authors had to master "the rules" first, before they could write their own poetry and become innovative -or not, as the case may be. How could a poet write a sonnet if he had not read many sonnets previously, if he did not have iambic rhythm humming in his head? The question arises: how much of writing poetry is inspiration and how much is craft? What is unconscious and what is conscious? Its long evolution makes it possible to abstract the iambic pentameter as a metrical scheme; the line has a restricted number of syllables and recurring placement of stress. Even positions tend to be filled with stressed syllables, and some positions accept omitted stresses more readily than others. Even positions are called metrically strong (S). Odd positions tend to be unstressed, though different odd positions tolerate extra-metrical stresses more readily than others. Odd positions are called metrically weak (W). An iambic line scheme is a string of alternating positions: W S W S W S W S W S. The number of deviations tolerated on S and W depends on the epoch, genre and the individual style of a poet.
1
In a constrained iambic pentameter, such as those dating from early Renaissance or Classicism, the most frequently stressed even positions are 4 and 10; they support the ends of hemistichs. Positions 2 and 6 are stressed the least often. The omitted stresses in position 2 mark the beginning of the line and of a phrase; the "dip" in position 6 coincides with the beginning of the second hemistich and usually of another phrase: English phrases often begin with one or more unstressed grammatical words, e.g.: For of my life I must a riddle tell; My mouth doth water, and my breast doth swell (Sydney, Astrophil and 1 All subsequent information on English iambic pentameter has been taken from my numerous publications, including two books (Tarlinskaja 1976 and 1987) .
Stella 37: 5, 1). In a looser iambic pentameter, such as those appearing in Jacobean or post-romantic poetry, the "stress dip" in midline shifts from position 6 to position 8, the stress in position 4 falls, while stress grows in all W positions. Extra-metrical stresses (on W) in the English iamb are frequent. They are, in part, caused by numerous stressed monosyllables in the English lexicon, and in part -by French and Italian versification models. Combinations of losses of stress with extra-metrical stresses move iambic pentameter in the direction of purely syllabic verse (Tarlinskaja 1976: 183-198) . Italian verse influenced Thomas Wyatt, the creator of Modern English iambic pentameter such as we know it; in his early translations of Petrarch's sonnets Wyatt imitated Italian syllabic versification. In his later poetry he moved to smoother iambs.
Two and more adjacent syllables whose stressing deviates from the metre are called rhythmical figures. The number of deviations within the same phrase is usually 2-3. These occur in positions WS, WSW and SW. Deviations on WS and WSW typically occur at the beginning of the line, more rarely -at the beginning of the second hemistich. Normally they correspond to the beginnings of phrases; exceptions are rare, and, prior to Romanticism, practically non-existent at the end of a phrase. Compare: And peace proclaims olives of endless age (Shakespeare, Son. 107. 8) is an actual line, while *And peace proclaimed olives. Then all rejoiced is an improbable construct. In the verse of romantic and post-romantic poets such instances sometimes occur: Who yet remain stubborn. -I overrule (Shelley, The Cenci, 5.2.185) .
Robert Frost, a twentieth-century heir to the English iambic pentameter tradition, moved to more varied and longer rhythmical figures: from SWS and WSWS to SWSWSW. He knew exactly what he was doing: Regular verse springs from the strain of rhythm Upon a meter, strict and loose iambic (How Hard It Is To Keep From Being King, . And so: Once she found for a bookmark in the Bible A maple leaf she thought must have been laid… But forgot to put the leaf back in closing And lost the place never to read again (Frost, Maple, (62) (63) (67) (68) Servant, [122] [123] [127] [128] [130] [131] Frequently rhythmical italics accompany and emphasize action. This probably stems from the iconic potential of irregularities, of the perceived deviations from the prevailing iambic rhythm. A breach of the iambic momentum was experienced as breaking or stumbling and began to be paired with micro-situations dealing with motion, particularly uneven (shake, tremble. quiver); directed downwards (kneel, bow, bend) (Tarlinskaja 1987, Tables 7.5 and 7.6 ). The tradition of iambic pentameter had been well consolidated in the works of neoclassical authors, and Romantic poets skilfully used its expressive potential. I wrote out all figures WS and WSW (514 in 4518 lines) and, first, analyzed their part-of-speech composition. I differentiated between nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and "other". The latter were so few that I discarded them from later analysis. Verbs were further differentiated into "verbs of action" and "other" including static position of the body or mental state (sit, rest; know, feel) . Verbs of action fell into "verbs of violent action", such as strike, shake, tremble, quiver, choke, and "non-violent action", such as go, walk, look. Then I took Canto IV (at random) and wrote out all nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs that occurred outside rhythmical figures WS and WSW. The verbs were again differentiated into "verbs of action" and "other". Here are the results of a part-of-speech analysis (in percentage of the total) in Shelley' In Tarlinskaja 1987, Chapter 7, I analyzed samples of prose by three authors, but only disyllables with the first syllable stressed; in these texts, nouns are even more frequent than in the verse outside rhythmical figures, and verbs are less frequent: disyllabic verbs are often stressed on the second syllable.
As the title suggests, the romantic The Revolt of Islam is a poem mostly about action. So it is not surprising that "verbs of action" prevail over "other"; however, their correlation is dissimilar. In the figures, verbs of action are almost seven times more frequent than "other", while outside the figures -only one and a half times. If we differentiated verbs of action further, we would see that tremble, shake, quiver, fall, strike and such are more frequent within the figures, while go, walk, look -outside them. The first thing that strikes the eye is the narrow range of semantic groups as well as recurrence of words: the verb fall recurs 7 times, burst and bear -five times each, and most others occur at least twice. (Shelley, Islam, 4266, 4532, 4518, 1298, 4510) ; Bursting to light (Byron, Childe Harold, 2: 122); and Burst his own wyvern (Tennyson, Aylmer's Field, 516) . None of these verbs is frequent in the poetic lexicon.
3 And these are not just recurrences of lexicon, but recurrences of lexical-syntactic patterns projected against the metrical scheme and coupled with rhythmical deviations.
Recurrences of lexicon in rhythmical italics permeate the whole of the English poetic tradition. I started my work on the problem, first, looking through many thousands of lines, after that using the poets' concordances. I took a key word as a centre of my search, for example, the noun wings or the verb shake. Table B , "Primary Vocabulary in Five Centuries". The verb fall is listed as "majority" only in the 1840s, no other verb participating in rhythmical italics is frequent. In fact, several times these appear in "minority". (Shelley, The Cenci, 1.3.85 (Keats, Cap and Bells, 66: 8, 56 : 2); Ride on thy wings (Milton, Paradise Lost, 4: 974) ; and Flirting their wings and saying chikadee (Frost, Snow, 231) . Plumes and pinions can also be found in similar lexical and rhythmical contexts.
Climb with swift wings after their children's souls
The grammatical composition of the recurrences on WSW is quite uniform: a verb plus a direct object modified by an adjective. M. L. Gasparov called recurring rhythmical-grammatical patterns clichés, and lexical recurrences in rhythmical-grammatical clichés make them formulaic, 4 even more so than what Milman Parry defined as formulas in Homeric verse (Parry 1971) . Clusters of formulas are generated around a relatively narrow range of words: verbs shake and tremble, stab and pierce, nouns wings, hands, arms, the adverb sudden(ly). At one time I was toying with the idea of putting together a dictionary of formulas in English literary verse, not unlike what Otto Schumann put together for formulas in Latin hexameters (Schumann 1979 (Schumann -1982 .
Recurrence of formulas does not compromise the poetic skills or unique individuality of an author; it once again shows that literature is a continuous process and that literary tradition is created by many hands. The frequency and expressiveness of rhythmical italics is one indicator of a poet's skill and maturity as a versifier. Look how Shakespeare increased the number of rhythmical italics calculated per 1000 lines: The Taming When did English poets begin to use rhythm to support meaning? I went back to Chaucer, and analysed the "Prologue" to his Canterbury Tales, 858 lines. I concentrated on the beginnings of lines, and discarded words of Romance origin that were frequently end-stressed (fortune, curteys). Chaucer's stressing differed from Modern English; he must have stressed heavy suffixes, such as -ing(e), -ness(e), -ess(e), particularly in trisyllabic words (Halle, Keyser 1971) , and his iambic pentameter had some features of Italian hendecasyllable. In the 858 lines of the Prologue I found 34 cases that, from the point of view of Modern English language and versification can be interpreted as shifts of stress from the second to the first syllable. Five of these are disyllabic words, (one noun and four verbs) ending on -ing(e), so these might have had at least a secondary stress on the second syllables: Lordinges, quod he… (790), Souninge alway… (275), Souninge in moral vertu… (309), Livinge in pees and parfit charitee (532), and also Of cloth making she hadde swiche an haunt (449). The remaining words are three nouns, seven verbs, ten adjectives and nine adverbs. Obvious preference is given to adjectives and adverbs, not verbs, as in Modern English verse. Adjectives and adverbs are often paired with grammatical inversions: Short was his goune (93), Whyt was his berd… (332), Bold was his face, and fair (460), Strong was the wyn (750), Fayn would I doon yow mirthe (766), Wel coude he dresse his takel yemanly (106), Wel coude he singe (236), Wel coude he in eschaunge sheeldes selle (280). This is where Modern English iamb inherited the rhythmical-grammatical structure. The frequency of "rhythmical inversions" in Chaucer's Prologue is 29 per 1000 lines, close to some early Elizabethan dramas, e.g., Greene's Alfonso, King of Aragon.
To look further for the origin of rhythmical italics I analyzed Surrey's translation of Book 2 of Virgil's Aeneid (1525), 1068 lines. Surrey wrote his translation in blank iambic pentameter, which since then began to be associated with historic and heroic themes. Though the text is on the whole iambic, it bears some features of syllabic verse, particularly, unexpectedly, towards its end. I wrote out disyllabic words that according to Modern English pronunciation ought to have stress on the first syllable. Remembering that this was early Modern English, I again excluded words of Latin and French origin (fortune, altar), and paid particular attention to words with heavy suffixes : -ing, -dom, -esse, -nesse, -ship, -less, -full . I also paid attention to words with "pseudosuffixes", such as -er in father, mother and words ending in -ow(e), a heavy syllable too, as in furrow, followe. At least sometimes such words might still have had a secondary stress, or even the main stress on the suffix: Worship was don to Ceres the goddesse (944), Unto the sonne of Uenus, the goddesse (1046). The total number of cases of "inversions of stress" on positions odd-even (can these be called WS?) is 148. I probably missed some WS realizations by monosyllables, particularly if they were adjacent to other deviating syllables. The correlation between parts of speech is not unlike Shelley's. Was it conscious or fortuitous? I broke down the 87 verbs into disyllabic (55) and monosyllabic, and looked at the composition of disyllabic verbs. The majority of the 55 disyllabic verbs in positions "odd-even" have the suffix -ing: 28, or 50.9 percent; next come verbs with the suffix -ed: 17, or 30.9 percent; the rest are few. Then I wrote out all disyllabic verbs stressed on the first syllable that occur outside "rhythmical figures" in the first 400 lines of Book 2. These are not too frequent (76): disyllabic verbs are more often stressed on the second syllable. The -ing forms are 21, or 27.6 percent, of the 76 verbs, while it is the -ed verbs, and not the -ing forms that are the majority: 53.9 percent. Granted, lines often begin with the beginning of a phrase, so the -ing forms at the beginning of a line were probably to be expected:
Which in those dayes at Troye did arriue, Burning with rage of dame Cassandraes loue (Surrey, Aeneid, Book 2, 427, 428) Whatever the initial cause, the poet gave preference to -ing verbs in rhythmical figures: these are almost two times more frequent in rhythmical figures than outside them. What is even more important, "expressive verbs" (mostly, verbs of action) are particularly frequent in rhythmical figures: they constitute 60.9 percent, i.e. almost two thirds, of all verbs stressed on the first syllable and placed in "odd-even" positions. Norton and Sackville used blank iambic pentameter in their heroic and "historical" tragedy. Since then, this metre began to be associated with historical and heroic subjects, and later, also became applied in plays in other genres. Norton wrote the 973 lines of Acts 1-3, Sackville -the 815 lines of Acts 4-5. Although the co-authors share many common features, their handling of rhythm in support of meaning is dissimilar. Both poets have "dubious" cases: they (in particular, Sackville) use adjectives aweless, careless, hopeless, bootless, dreadless, careful, or nouns kingdom, thralldom on positions WS. Do these words generate "inversions of stress", or did the co-authors still stress heavy suffixes the way Chaucer did, and maybe Surrey as well? E. J. Dobson suggested that secondary stresses on heavy syllables were used at least through the first half of the 17th century and at least in an elevated register in the speech of educated people (Dobson, 1968, Volume II) . I did two counts of rhythmical italics on WS for both co-authors: minimum and maximum. Norton Norton, not unlike Chaucer, gives preference to adjectives (in particular, adjectives plus adverbs), while Sackville, similarly to Surrey, gives much preference to verbs. But even Norton, it seems, was thinking of additionally emphasizing words that have expressive connotations: in positions WS, 9 nouns out of 15 and 9 verbs out of 16 have expressive connotations: murder (3 times), woe (to), ruins, wisdom, threaten, die (with), yield (to), flowing (about blood). Sackville was really innovative. Verbal italics prevail in his text, similarly to Surrey, before him, and the three poets analyzed that come after him. Sackville was the first poet to use verbal rhythmical italics actively in English drama.
Marlowe's Tamburlaine the Great, Part 1 turned out to be the most "verbal" text: 98 verbs out of 148 italics. Sixty-seven of these, or 68.4%, are disyllabic, and -ing forms constitute 68.7% of these. Surrey (and even Shelley) had less: 51 percent of -ing forms. Shakespeare's Richard III has relatively few verbs serving as rhythmical italics, though they can still be found and are very expressive. Disyllabic verbs constitute 38.6% of all his verbal italics, and -ing forms make up 32.3% of disyllabic verbal italics: half of Marlowe's number. In Richard III, there are many such nouns, particularly proper names: Clarence, Edward, Richard, etc.
It would be interesting to analyze more poets of different epochs and in different genres.
There are more than two links between verse form and semantics (Gasparov, Tarlinskaja 2008) . I have mentioned "metre and meaning" and demonstrated "rhythm and meaning". More work lies ahead of anyone who will venture into this fascinating area of verse study.
